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Abstract
This paper describes the autofeat Python library, which provides a scikit-learn style
linear regression model with automated feature engineering and selection capabilities. Com-
plex non-linear machine learning models such as neural networks are in practice often
difficult to train and even harder to explain to non-statisticians, who require transparent
analysis results as a basis for important business decisions. While linear models are efficient
and intuitive, they generally provide lower prediction accuracies. Our library provides a
multi-step feature engineering and selection process, where first a large pool of non-linear
features is generated, from which then a small and robust set of meaningful features is
selected, which improve the prediction accuracy of a linear model while retaining its inter-
pretability.
Keywords: AutoML, Feature Engineering, Feature Selection, Explainable ML
1. Introduction
More and more companies aim to improve production processes with data science and ma-
chine learning (ML) methods, for example, by using a ML model to better understand which
factors contribute to higher quality products or greater production yield. While advanced
ML models such as neural networks (NN) might, theoretically, in many cases provide the
most accurate predictions, they have several drawbacks in practice. First of all, with many
hyperparameters to set, these model can be difficult and time consuming to fit, which is only
aggravated by the current shortage of ML specialists in industry. Second, in many cases
there is not enough data available in the first place to train a low bias/high variance model
like a NN, for example, because comprehensive data collection pipelines are not yet fully
implemented or because obtaining individual data points is expensive, e.g., when it takes
several days to produce a single product. Last but not least, the insights generated by a ML
analysis need to be communicated to others in the company, who want to use these results
as a basis for important business decisions [30]. While great progress has been made to
improve the interpretability of NNs, e.g., by using layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP)
to reveal which of the input features contributed most to a neural net’s prediction [1, 2, 25],
this is in practice still not sufficient to convince those with only a limited understanding
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of statistics. Especially when dealing with data collected from physical systems, using a
plausible model might even be more important than getting small prediction errors [22].
To avoid these shortcomings of NNs and other non-linear ML models, in practice we find
it necessary to rely mostly on linear prediction models, which are intuitive to understand
and can be trained easily and efficiently even on very small datasets. Of course, employing
linear models generally comes at the cost of a lower prediction accuracy. Therefore, inspired
by the SISSO algorithm [28], we propose a framework to automatically generate several
tens of thousands of non-linear features from the original inputs and then carefully select
the most informative of them as additional input features for a linear model. We have
found that this approach leads to sufficiently accurate predictions on real world data while
providing a transparent model that has a high acceptance rate amongst non-statisticians
in the company and therefore provides the possibility to positively contribute to important
business decisions.
To make this framework more accessible to other data scientists, our implementation
is publicly available on GitHub.1 The rest of the paper is structured as follows: After
introducing some related work in the area of automated feature engineering and selection,
we describe our approach and the autofeat Python library in detail (Section 2). We then
report experimental results on several datasets (Section 3) before concluding the paper with
a brief discussion (Section 4).
1.1 Related Work
Feature construction frameworks generally include both a feature engineering, as well as a
feature selection component [21]. One of the main differences between feature construction
approaches is whether they first generate an exhaustive feature pool and then perform
feature selection on the whole feature set (which is also the strategy autofeat follows), or if
the set of features is expanded iteratively, by evaluating at each step whether the inclusion
of the new features would improve the prediction accuracy. Both approaches have their
drawbacks: The first approach is very memory intensive, especially when starting off with
a large initial feature set from which the additional features are constructed via various
transformations. With the second approach, important features might be missed if some
variables are eliminated too early in the feature engineering process and can therefore not
serve to construct more complex, possibly helpful features. Furthermore, depending on
the strategy for including additional features, the whole process might either be very time
intensive, if at each step a model is trained and evaluated on the feature subset, or can fail
to include (only) the relevant features, if a simple heuristic is used for the feature evaluation
and selection.
Most existing feature construction frameworks follow the second, iterative feature en-
gineering approach: The FICUS algorithm [21] uses a beam search to expand the feature
space based on a simple heuristic, while the FEADIS algorithm [9] and Cognito [17] use
more complex selection strategies. A more recent trend is to use meta-learning, i.e., algo-
rithms trained on other datasets, to decide whether to apply specific transformation to the
features or not [16, 18, 26]. While theoretically promising, we could not find an easy to use
1. https://github.com/cod3licious/autofeat
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open source library for any of these approaches, which makes them essentially irrelevant for
practical data science use cases.
The well-known scikit-learn Python library [29] provides a function to generate poly-
nomial features (e.g. x2), including feature interactions (e.g. x1 · x2, x21 · x32). Polynomial
features are a subset of the features generated by autofeat, yet, while they might be help-
ful for many datasets, in our experience with autofeat, a lot of times the ratios of two
features or feature combinations turn out to be informative additional features, which can
not be generated with the scikit-learn method. The scikit-learn library also contains
several options for feature selection, such as univariate feature scoring, recursive feature
elimination, and other model-based feature selection approaches [13, 19]. Univariate fea-
ture selection methods consider each feature individually, which can lead to the inclusion of
many correlated features, like those contained in the feature pool generated by autofeat.
The more sophisticated feature selection techniques rely on the use of an external prediction
model that provides coefficients indicating the importance of each feature. However, algo-
rithms such as linear regression get numerically unstable if the number of features is larger
than the number of samples, which makes these approaches impractical for feature pools as
large as those generated by autofeat.
One popular Python library for automated feature engineering is featuretools, which
generates a large feature set using “deep feature synthesis” [15]. This library is targeted
towards relational data, where features can be created through aggregations (e.g. given some
customers (data table 1) and their associated loans (in table 2), a new feature could be the
sum of each customer’s loans), or transformations (e.g. time since the last loan payment).
A similar approach is also implemented by the “one button machine” [20]. The strategy
followed by autofeat is somewhat orthogonal to that of featuretools: It is not meant
for relational data, found in many business application areas, but was rather built with
scientific use cases in mind, where e.g. experimental measurements would instead be stored
in a single table. For this reason, autofeat also makes it possible to specify the units of the
input variables to prevent the creation of physically nonsensical features.
Another Python library worth mentioning is tsfresh [6, 7], which provides feature en-
gineering methods for time series, together with a univariate feature selection strategy.
However, while autofeat can be applied to a variety of datasets, the features generated by
tsfresh only make sense for time series data, as they are constructed, e.g., using rolling
windows.
To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist a general purpose open source library
for automated feature engineering and selection, which is why we felt compelled to share
our work.
2. Automated Feature Engineering and Selection with autofeat
The autofeat library provides the AutoFeatRegression model, which automatically gener-
ates and selects additional non-linear input features given the original data and then trains
a linear regression model with these features. The model provides a familiar scikit-learn
[29] style interface, as demonstrated by a simple usage example, where X corresponds to a
n× d feature matrix and y to an n-dimensional target vector (both NumPy arrays [27] and
Pandas DataFrames [23] are supported as inputs):
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# instantiate the model
model = AutoFeatRegression()
# fit the model and get a pandas DataFrame with the original,
# as well as the additional non-linear features
df = model.fit_transform(X, y)
# predict the target for new test data points
y_pred = model.predict(X_test)
# compute the additional features for new test data points
# (e.g. as input for a different model)
df_test = model.transform(X_test)
In the following, we describe the feature engineering and selection steps happening during
a call to AutoFeatRegression.fit() or AutoFeatRegression.fit_transform() in more
detail. The autofeat library requires Python 3 and is pip-installable.
2.1 Construction of Non-Linear Features
Additional non-linear features are generated in an alternating multi-step process by applying
user selectable non-linear transformations to the features (e.g. log(x),
√
x, 1/x, x2, x3, |x|,
exp(x), 2x, sin(x), cos(x)) and combining pairs of features with different operators (+,−, ·).
This results in an exponentially growing feature space, e.g., with only three original features,
the first feature engineering step (applying non-linear transformation) results in about 20
new features, the second step (combining features), results in about 350 new features, and
after a third step (again applying transformations), the feature space has grown to include
over 7000 features. As this may require a fair amount of RAM depending on the number
of original input features, the data points can be subsampled before computing the new
features. In practice, performing only two or three feature engineering steps is usually
sufficient.
The new features are computed using the SymPy Python library [24], which automat-
ically simplifies the generated mathematical expressions and thereby makes it possible to
exclude redundant features. If the original features are provided with physical units, only
‘legal’ new features are retained, e.g., a feature representing a temperature would not be
subtracted from a feature representing a volume of something. This is implemented using the
Pint Python library,2 which is additionally used to compute several dimensionless quantities
from the original features using the Buckingham pi-theorem [5]. If categorical features are
included in the original features, these are transformed into one-hot encoded vectors using
the corresponding scikit-learn model and not considered for the main feature engineering
procedure.
2.2 Feature Selection
After having generated several thousands of features (often more than data points in the
original dataset), it is now indispensable to carefully select only those features that contribute
meaningful information when used as input to a linear model. To this end, we employ
a multi-step feature selection approach (Fig. 1). In addition to the AutoFeatRegression
model, the library also provides only this feature selection part alone in the FeatureSelector
class, which again provides a scikit-learn style interface.
2. https://pint.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Feature Selection Algorithm
feature matrix (mean=0, std=1):
residual to be explained:
candidate features:
good features:
X 2 Rn⇥d
<latexit sha1_base64="iVhyFyM4xjr+IIcP0kkI1Vfu2hQ=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyURQY9F Lx6r2A9oYtlstu3SzSbsToQScvHiX/HiQRGv/gdv/hs3bQ/a+mDg8d4MM/OCRHANjvNtlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+l41RR1qSxiFUnIJoJLlkTOAjWSRQjUSBYOxhdFX77gSnNY3kH44T5ERlI3ueUgJF69mEHe1xiLyIwDILsNr/PpAc8YhqH ec+uOjVnArxI3BmpohkaPfvLC2OaRkwCFUTrrusk4GdEAaeC5RUv1SwhdEQGrGuoJGaPn02+yPGxUULcj5UpCXii/p7ISKT1OApMZ3GtnvcK8T+vm0L/ws+4TFJgkk4X9VOBIcZFJDjkilEQY0MIVdzciumQKELBBFcxIbjzLy+S1mnNdWruzVm1 fjmLo4wO0BE6QS46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TFtL1mxmH/2B9fkDPZOYaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iVhyFyM4xjr+IIcP0kkI1Vfu2hQ=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyURQY9F Lx6r2A9oYtlstu3SzSbsToQScvHiX/HiQRGv/gdv/hs3bQ/a+mDg8d4MM/OCRHANjvNtlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+l41RR1qSxiFUnIJoJLlkTOAjWSRQjUSBYOxhdFX77gSnNY3kH44T5ERlI3ueUgJF69mEHe1xiLyIwDILsNr/PpAc8YhqH ec+uOjVnArxI3BmpohkaPfvLC2OaRkwCFUTrrusk4GdEAaeC5RUv1SwhdEQGrGuoJGaPn02+yPGxUULcj5UpCXii/p7ISKT1OApMZ3GtnvcK8T+vm0L/ws+4TFJgkk4X9VOBIcZFJDjkilEQY0MIVdzciumQKELBBFcxIbjzLy+S1mnNdWruzVm1 fjmLo4wO0BE6QS46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TFtL1mxmH/2B9fkDPZOYaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iVhyFyM4xjr+IIcP0kkI1Vfu2hQ=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyURQY9F Lx6r2A9oYtlstu3SzSbsToQScvHiX/HiQRGv/gdv/hs3bQ/a+mDg8d4MM/OCRHANjvNtlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+l41RR1qSxiFUnIJoJLlkTOAjWSRQjUSBYOxhdFX77gSnNY3kH44T5ERlI3ueUgJF69mEHe1xiLyIwDILsNr/PpAc8YhqH ec+uOjVnArxI3BmpohkaPfvLC2OaRkwCFUTrrusk4GdEAaeC5RUv1SwhdEQGrGuoJGaPn02+yPGxUULcj5UpCXii/p7ISKT1OApMZ3GtnvcK8T+vm0L/ws+4TFJgkk4X9VOBIcZFJDjkilEQY0MIVdzciumQKELBBFcxIbjzLy+S1mnNdWruzVm1 fjmLo4wO0BE6QS46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TFtL1mxmH/2B9fkDPZOYaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iVhyFyM4xjr+IIcP0kkI1Vfu2hQ=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyURQY9F Lx6r2A9oYtlstu3SzSbsToQScvHiX/HiQRGv/gdv/hs3bQ/a+mDg8d4MM/OCRHANjvNtlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+l41RR1qSxiFUnIJoJLlkTOAjWSRQjUSBYOxhdFX77gSnNY3kH44T5ERlI3ueUgJF69mEHe1xiLyIwDILsNr/PpAc8YhqH ec+uOjVnArxI3BmpohkaPfvLC2OaRkwCFUTrrusk4GdEAaeC5RUv1SwhdEQGrGuoJGaPn02+yPGxUULcj5UpCXii/p7ISKT1OApMZ3GtnvcK8T+vm0L/ws+4TFJgkk4X9VOBIcZFJDjkilEQY0MIVdzciumQKELBBFcxIbjzLy+S1mnNdWruzVm1 fjmLo4wO0BE6QS46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TFtL1mxmH/2B9fkDPZOYaA==</latexit>
r = y 2 Rn⇥1
<latexit sha1_base64="M3Yoj8oy/XIJBlzYDqJi/K7lZ04=">AAACCXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ 9OKxiv2AJpbNdtsu3WzC7kYIIVcv/hUvHhTx6j/w5r9x0/agrQ8GHu/NMDMviDlT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7+61VJRIQpsk4pHsBFhRzgRtaqY57cSS4jDgtB2Mrwq//UClYpG402lM/RAPBRswgrWRejaS6AKlyGMCeSHWoyDIbvP7THia hVQhN+/ZVafmTIAWiTsjVZih0bO/vH5EkpAKTThWqus6sfYzLDUjnOYVL1E0xmSMh7RrqMBmj59NPsnRkVH6aBBJU0Kjifp7IsOhUmkYmM7iWjXvFeJ/XjfRg3M/YyJONBVkumiQcKQjVMSC+kxSonlqCCaSmVsRGWGJiTbhVUwI7vzLi6R1UnOd mntzWq1fzuIowwEcwjG4cAZ1uIYGNIHAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59TFtL1mxmH/7A+vwBQNSZbQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M3Yoj8oy/XIJBlzYDqJi/K7lZ04=">AAACCXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ 9OKxiv2AJpbNdtsu3WzC7kYIIVcv/hUvHhTx6j/w5r9x0/agrQ8GHu/NMDMviDlT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7+61VJRIQpsk4pHsBFhRzgRtaqY57cSS4jDgtB2Mrwq//UClYpG402lM/RAPBRswgrWRejaS6AKlyGMCeSHWoyDIbvP7THia hVQhN+/ZVafmTIAWiTsjVZih0bO/vH5EkpAKTThWqus6sfYzLDUjnOYVL1E0xmSMh7RrqMBmj59NPsnRkVH6aBBJU0Kjifp7IsOhUmkYmM7iWjXvFeJ/XjfRg3M/YyJONBVkumiQcKQjVMSC+kxSonlqCCaSmVsRGWGJiTbhVUwI7vzLi6R1UnOd mntzWq1fzuIowwEcwjG4cAZ1uIYGNIHAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59TFtL1mxmH/7A+vwBQNSZbQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M3Yoj8oy/XIJBlzYDqJi/K7lZ04=">AAACCXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ 9OKxiv2AJpbNdtsu3WzC7kYIIVcv/hUvHhTx6j/w5r9x0/agrQ8GHu/NMDMviDlT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7+61VJRIQpsk4pHsBFhRzgRtaqY57cSS4jDgtB2Mrwq//UClYpG402lM/RAPBRswgrWRejaS6AKlyGMCeSHWoyDIbvP7THia hVQhN+/ZVafmTIAWiTsjVZih0bO/vH5EkpAKTThWqus6sfYzLDUjnOYVL1E0xmSMh7RrqMBmj59NPsnRkVH6aBBJU0Kjifp7IsOhUmkYmM7iWjXvFeJ/XjfRg3M/YyJONBVkumiQcKQjVMSC+kxSonlqCCaSmVsRGWGJiTbhVUwI7vzLi6R1UnOd mntzWq1fzuIowwEcwjG4cAZ1uIYGNIHAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59TFtL1mxmH/7A+vwBQNSZbQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M3Yoj8oy/XIJBlzYDqJi/K7lZ04=">AAACCXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0ItQ 9OKxiv2AJpbNdtsu3WzC7kYIIVcv/hUvHhTx6j/w5r9x0/agrQ8GHu/NMDMviDlT2nG+rdLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1j7+61VJRIQpsk4pHsBFhRzgRtaqY57cSS4jDgtB2Mrwq//UClYpG402lM/RAPBRswgrWRejaS6AKlyGMCeSHWoyDIbvP7THia hVQhN+/ZVafmTIAWiTsjVZih0bO/vH5EkpAKTThWqus6sfYzLDUjnOYVL1E0xmSMh7RrqMBmj59NPsnRkVH6aBBJU0Kjifp7IsOhUmkYmM7iWjXvFeJ/XjfRg3M/YyJONBVkumiQcKQjVMSC+kxSonlqCCaSmVsRGWGJiTbhVUwI7vzLi6R1UnOd mntzWq1fzuIowwEcwjG4cAZ1uIYGNIHAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59TFtL1mxmH/7A+vwBQNSZbQ==</latexit>
G = {}
<latexit sha1_base64="aV6x9Ta2QmTH/6gQ+tO2VOG7VJI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoBch 6EGPEcwDskuYncwmQ2Zn15leISz5CS8eFPHq73jzb5w8DppY0FBUddPdFaZSGHTdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmibJNOMNlshEt0NquBSKN1Cg5O1UcxqHkrfC4c3Ebz1xbUSiHnCU8iCmfSUiwShaqX1Lroif++NuueJW3SnIMvHmpAJz1Lvl L7+XsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8UgpxoFk3xc8jPDU8qGtM87lioacxPk03vH5MQqPRIl2pZCMlV/T+Q0NmYUh7Yzpjgwi95E/M/rZBhdBrlQaYZcsdmiKJMEEzJ5nvSE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK0EZVsCN7iy8ukeVb13Kp3f16pXc/jKMIRHMMpeHABNbiD OjSAgYRneIU359F5cd6dj1lrwZnPHMIfOJ8/8ZOPPg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aV6x9Ta2QmTH/6gQ+tO2VOG7VJI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoBch 6EGPEcwDskuYncwmQ2Zn15leISz5CS8eFPHq73jzb5w8DppY0FBUddPdFaZSGHTdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmibJNOMNlshEt0NquBSKN1Cg5O1UcxqHkrfC4c3Ebz1xbUSiHnCU8iCmfSUiwShaqX1Lroif++NuueJW3SnIMvHmpAJz1Lvl L7+XsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8UgpxoFk3xc8jPDU8qGtM87lioacxPk03vH5MQqPRIl2pZCMlV/T+Q0NmYUh7Yzpjgwi95E/M/rZBhdBrlQaYZcsdmiKJMEEzJ5nvSE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK0EZVsCN7iy8ukeVb13Kp3f16pXc/jKMIRHMMpeHABNbiD OjSAgYRneIU359F5cd6dj1lrwZnPHMIfOJ8/8ZOPPg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aV6x9Ta2QmTH/6gQ+tO2VOG7VJI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoBch 6EGPEcwDskuYncwmQ2Zn15leISz5CS8eFPHq73jzb5w8DppY0FBUddPdFaZSGHTdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmibJNOMNlshEt0NquBSKN1Cg5O1UcxqHkrfC4c3Ebz1xbUSiHnCU8iCmfSUiwShaqX1Lroif++NuueJW3SnIMvHmpAJz1Lvl L7+XsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8UgpxoFk3xc8jPDU8qGtM87lioacxPk03vH5MQqPRIl2pZCMlV/T+Q0NmYUh7Yzpjgwi95E/M/rZBhdBrlQaYZcsdmiKJMEEzJ5nvSE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK0EZVsCN7iy8ukeVb13Kp3f16pXc/jKMIRHMMpeHABNbiD OjSAgYRneIU359F5cd6dj1lrwZnPHMIfOJ8/8ZOPPg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aV6x9Ta2QmTH/6gQ+tO2VOG7VJI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoBch 6EGPEcwDskuYncwmQ2Zn15leISz5CS8eFPHq73jzb5w8DppY0FBUddPdFaZSGHTdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmibJNOMNlshEt0NquBSKN1Cg5O1UcxqHkrfC4c3Ebz1xbUSiHnCU8iCmfSUiwShaqX1Lroif++NuueJW3SnIMvHmpAJz1Lvl L7+XsCzmCpmkxnQ8N8UgpxoFk3xc8jPDU8qGtM87lioacxPk03vH5MQqPRIl2pZCMlV/T+Q0NmYUh7Yzpjgwi95E/M/rZBhdBrlQaYZcsdmiKJMEEzJ5nvSE5gzlyBLKtLC3EjagmjK0EZVsCN7iy8ukeVb13Kp3f16pXc/jKMIRHMMpeHABNbiD OjSAgYRneIU359F5cd6dj1lrwZnPHMIfOJ8/8ZOPPg==</latexit>
H = {x1, ..., log(x2 + x3)}
<latexit sha1_base64="ftM4/nKxk9IcuVUTFYFl/u86gTw=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBotQsYSkCroR im66rGAf0IQwmU7boZNJmJlIS+jKjb/ixoUibv0Gd/6N0zYLrR64cDjnXu69J4gZlcq2v4zc0vLK6lp+vbCxubW9Y+7uNWWUCEwaOGKRaAdIEkY5aSiqGGnHgqAwYKQVDG+mfuueCEkjfqfGMfFC1Oe0RzFSWvLNwxq8gm468p2yZVlll0X90siv nI78sxN34ptF27JngH+Jk5EiyFD3zU+3G+EkJFxhhqTsOHasvBQJRTEjk4KbSBIjPER90tGUo5BIL529MYHHWunCXiR0cQVn6s+JFIVSjsNAd4ZIDeSiNxX/8zqJ6l16KeVxogjH80W9hEEVwWkmsEsFwYqNNUFYUH0rxAMkEFY6uYIOwVl8+S9p VizHtpzb82L1OosjDw7AESgBB1yAKqiBOmgADB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge/z1pyRzeyDXzA+vgEccpZZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ftM4/nKxk9IcuVUTFYFl/u86gTw=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBotQsYSkCroR im66rGAf0IQwmU7boZNJmJlIS+jKjb/ixoUibv0Gd/6N0zYLrR64cDjnXu69J4gZlcq2v4zc0vLK6lp+vbCxubW9Y+7uNWWUCEwaOGKRaAdIEkY5aSiqGGnHgqAwYKQVDG+mfuueCEkjfqfGMfFC1Oe0RzFSWvLNwxq8gm468p2yZVlll0X90siv nI78sxN34ptF27JngH+Jk5EiyFD3zU+3G+EkJFxhhqTsOHasvBQJRTEjk4KbSBIjPER90tGUo5BIL529MYHHWunCXiR0cQVn6s+JFIVSjsNAd4ZIDeSiNxX/8zqJ6l16KeVxogjH80W9hEEVwWkmsEsFwYqNNUFYUH0rxAMkEFY6uYIOwVl8+S9p VizHtpzb82L1OosjDw7AESgBB1yAKqiBOmgADB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge/z1pyRzeyDXzA+vgEccpZZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ftM4/nKxk9IcuVUTFYFl/u86gTw=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBotQsYSkCroR im66rGAf0IQwmU7boZNJmJlIS+jKjb/ixoUibv0Gd/6N0zYLrR64cDjnXu69J4gZlcq2v4zc0vLK6lp+vbCxubW9Y+7uNWWUCEwaOGKRaAdIEkY5aSiqGGnHgqAwYKQVDG+mfuueCEkjfqfGMfFC1Oe0RzFSWvLNwxq8gm468p2yZVlll0X90siv nI78sxN34ptF27JngH+Jk5EiyFD3zU+3G+EkJFxhhqTsOHasvBQJRTEjk4KbSBIjPER90tGUo5BIL529MYHHWunCXiR0cQVn6s+JFIVSjsNAd4ZIDeSiNxX/8zqJ6l16KeVxogjH80W9hEEVwWkmsEsFwYqNNUFYUH0rxAMkEFY6uYIOwVl8+S9p VizHtpzb82L1OosjDw7AESgBB1yAKqiBOmgADB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge/z1pyRzeyDXzA+vgEccpZZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ftM4/nKxk9IcuVUTFYFl/u86gTw=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBotQsYSkCroR im66rGAf0IQwmU7boZNJmJlIS+jKjb/ixoUibv0Gd/6N0zYLrR64cDjnXu69J4gZlcq2v4zc0vLK6lp+vbCxubW9Y+7uNWWUCEwaOGKRaAdIEkY5aSiqGGnHgqAwYKQVDG+mfuueCEkjfqfGMfFC1Oe0RzFSWvLNwxq8gm468p2yZVlll0X90siv nI78sxN34ptF27JngH+Jk5EiyFD3zU+3G+EkJFxhhqTsOHasvBQJRTEjk4KbSBIjPER90tGUo5BIL529MYHHWunCXiR0cQVn6s+JFIVSjsNAd4ZIDeSiNxX/8zqJ6l16KeVxogjH80W9hEEVwWkmsEsFwYqNNUFYUH0rxAMkEFY6uYIOwVl8+S9p VizHtpzb82L1OosjDw7AESgBB1yAKqiBOmgADB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge/z1pyRzeyDXzA+vgEccpZZ</latexit>
correlation of features
with target residual
c = |r>X|
<latexit sha1_base64="3nrVhJqZYvLinpEtupkFiZ08Omw=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9CIEvXiM YB6QbMLsZDYZMju7zPQqIcl/ePGgiFf/xZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYkUBl3321lZXVvf2Mxt5bd3dvf2CweHNROnmvEqi2WsGwE1XArFqyhQ8kaiOY0CyevB4Hbq1x+5NiJWDzhMuB/RnhKhYBSt1Gbkmox1u4VxQhrjTqHoltwZyDLxMlKEDJVO4avVjVk acYVMUmOanpugP6IaBZN8km+lhieUDWiPNy1VNOLGH82unpBTq3RJGGtbCslM/T0xopExwyiwnRHFvln0puJ/XjPF8MofCZWkyBWbLwpTSTAm0whIV2jOUA4toUwLeythfaopQxtU3obgLb68TGrnJc8tefcXxfJNFkcOjuEEzsCDSyjDHVSgCgw0PMMrvD lPzovz7nzMW1ecbOYI/sD5/AF3wJHV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3nrVhJqZYvLinpEtupkFiZ08Omw=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9CIEvXiM YB6QbMLsZDYZMju7zPQqIcl/ePGgiFf/xZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYkUBl3321lZXVvf2Mxt5bd3dvf2CweHNROnmvEqi2WsGwE1XArFqyhQ8kaiOY0CyevB4Hbq1x+5NiJWDzhMuB/RnhKhYBSt1Gbkmox1u4VxQhrjTqHoltwZyDLxMlKEDJVO4avVjVk acYVMUmOanpugP6IaBZN8km+lhieUDWiPNy1VNOLGH82unpBTq3RJGGtbCslM/T0xopExwyiwnRHFvln0puJ/XjPF8MofCZWkyBWbLwpTSTAm0whIV2jOUA4toUwLeythfaopQxtU3obgLb68TGrnJc8tefcXxfJNFkcOjuEEzsCDSyjDHVSgCgw0PMMrvD lPzovz7nzMW1ecbOYI/sD5/AF3wJHV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3nrVhJqZYvLinpEtupkFiZ08Omw=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9CIEvXiM YB6QbMLsZDYZMju7zPQqIcl/ePGgiFf/xZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYkUBl3321lZXVvf2Mxt5bd3dvf2CweHNROnmvEqi2WsGwE1XArFqyhQ8kaiOY0CyevB4Hbq1x+5NiJWDzhMuB/RnhKhYBSt1Gbkmox1u4VxQhrjTqHoltwZyDLxMlKEDJVO4avVjVk acYVMUmOanpugP6IaBZN8km+lhieUDWiPNy1VNOLGH82unpBTq3RJGGtbCslM/T0xopExwyiwnRHFvln0puJ/XjPF8MofCZWkyBWbLwpTSTAm0whIV2jOUA4toUwLeythfaopQxtU3obgLb68TGrnJc8tefcXxfJNFkcOjuEEzsCDSyjDHVSgCgw0PMMrvD lPzovz7nzMW1ecbOYI/sD5/AF3wJHV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3nrVhJqZYvLinpEtupkFiZ08Omw=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9CIEvXiM YB6QbMLsZDYZMju7zPQqIcl/ePGgiFf/xZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYkUBl3321lZXVvf2Mxt5bd3dvf2CweHNROnmvEqi2WsGwE1XArFqyhQ8kaiOY0CyevB4Hbq1x+5NiJWDzhMuB/RnhKhYBSt1Gbkmox1u4VxQhrjTqHoltwZyDLxMlKEDJVO4avVjVk acYVMUmOanpugP6IaBZN8km+lhieUDWiPNy1VNOLGH82unpBTq3RJGGtbCslM/T0xopExwyiwnRHFvln0puJ/XjPF8MofCZWkyBWbLwpTSTAm0whIV2jOUA4toUwLeythfaopQxtU3obgLb68TGrnJc8tefcXxfJNFkcOjuEEzsCDSyjDHVSgCgw0PMMrvD lPzovz7nzMW1ecbOYI/sD5/AF3wJHV</latexit>
select promising features
G = G [H[max(c)]
) |G| = n/2
<latexit sha1_base64="4xnwidSZuadhvRHILDCTvi9/p5g=">AAACGXicbVDLTsJAFJ3iC+ur6tLNRCLBDbbERDckR BewRCOPhDZkOgwwYTptZqYqKfyGG3/FjQuNcakr/8bhsVD0JDc5Oefe3HuPHzEqlW1/Gaml5ZXVtfS6ubG5tb1j7e7VZRgLTGo4ZKFo+kgSRjmpKaoYaUaCoMBnpOEPLid+45YISUN+o4YR8QLU47RLMVJaalt2GWaLsAxdHEew0nIDdJ/Dx57rm jDrXtNeXyEhwjs4Ko9gEfKTQtvK2Hl7CviXOHOSAXNU29aH2wlxHBCuMENSthw7Ul6ChKKYkbHpxpJECA9Qj7Q05Sgg0kumn43hkVY6sBsKXVzBqfpzIkGBlMPA150BUn256E3E/7xWrLrnXkJ5FCvC8WxRN2ZQhXASE+xQQbBiQ00QFlTfCnEfC YSVDtPUITiLL/8l9ULesfPO1WmmdDGPIw0OwCHIAQecgRKogCqoAQwewBN4Aa/Go/FsvBnvs9aUMZ/ZB79gfH4D9v2dLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4xnwidSZuadhvRHILDCTvi9/p5g=">AAACGXicbVDLTsJAFJ3iC+ur6tLNRCLBDbbERDckR BewRCOPhDZkOgwwYTptZqYqKfyGG3/FjQuNcakr/8bhsVD0JDc5Oefe3HuPHzEqlW1/Gaml5ZXVtfS6ubG5tb1j7e7VZRgLTGo4ZKFo+kgSRjmpKaoYaUaCoMBnpOEPLid+45YISUN+o4YR8QLU47RLMVJaalt2GWaLsAxdHEew0nIDdJ/Dx57rm jDrXtNeXyEhwjs4Ko9gEfKTQtvK2Hl7CviXOHOSAXNU29aH2wlxHBCuMENSthw7Ul6ChKKYkbHpxpJECA9Qj7Q05Sgg0kumn43hkVY6sBsKXVzBqfpzIkGBlMPA150BUn256E3E/7xWrLrnXkJ5FCvC8WxRN2ZQhXASE+xQQbBiQ00QFlTfCnEfC YSVDtPUITiLL/8l9ULesfPO1WmmdDGPIw0OwCHIAQecgRKogCqoAQwewBN4Aa/Go/FsvBnvs9aUMZ/ZB79gfH4D9v2dLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4xnwidSZuadhvRHILDCTvi9/p5g=">AAACGXicbVDLTsJAFJ3iC+ur6tLNRCLBDbbERDckR BewRCOPhDZkOgwwYTptZqYqKfyGG3/FjQuNcakr/8bhsVD0JDc5Oefe3HuPHzEqlW1/Gaml5ZXVtfS6ubG5tb1j7e7VZRgLTGo4ZKFo+kgSRjmpKaoYaUaCoMBnpOEPLid+45YISUN+o4YR8QLU47RLMVJaalt2GWaLsAxdHEew0nIDdJ/Dx57rm jDrXtNeXyEhwjs4Ko9gEfKTQtvK2Hl7CviXOHOSAXNU29aH2wlxHBCuMENSthw7Ul6ChKKYkbHpxpJECA9Qj7Q05Sgg0kumn43hkVY6sBsKXVzBqfpzIkGBlMPA150BUn256E3E/7xWrLrnXkJ5FCvC8WxRN2ZQhXASE+xQQbBiQ00QFlTfCnEfC YSVDtPUITiLL/8l9ULesfPO1WmmdDGPIw0OwCHIAQecgRKogCqoAQwewBN4Aa/Go/FsvBnvs9aUMZ/ZB79gfH4D9v2dLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4xnwidSZuadhvRHILDCTvi9/p5g=">AAACGXicbVDLTsJAFJ3iC+ur6tLNRCLBDbbERDckR BewRCOPhDZkOgwwYTptZqYqKfyGG3/FjQuNcakr/8bhsVD0JDc5Oefe3HuPHzEqlW1/Gaml5ZXVtfS6ubG5tb1j7e7VZRgLTGo4ZKFo+kgSRjmpKaoYaUaCoMBnpOEPLid+45YISUN+o4YR8QLU47RLMVJaalt2GWaLsAxdHEew0nIDdJ/Dx57rm jDrXtNeXyEhwjs4Ko9gEfKTQtvK2Hl7CviXOHOSAXNU29aH2wlxHBCuMENSthw7Ul6ChKKYkbHpxpJECA9Qj7Q05Sgg0kumn43hkVY6sBsKXVzBqfpzIkGBlMPA150BUn256E3E/7xWrLrnXkJ5FCvC8WxRN2ZQhXASE+xQQbBiQ00QFlTfCnEfC YSVDtPUITiLL/8l9ULesfPO1WmmdDGPIw0OwCHIAQecgRKogCqoAQwewBN4Aa/Go/FsvBnvs9aUMZ/ZB79gfH4D9v2dLg==</latexit>
train Lasso regression model
with good features
& update residual
filter good features
r = y   w>X[G]
<latexit sha1_base64="9Etem0wcZcb0A4neJcDMupJ+7E4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBbBjSU RQTdC0YUuK9gHpLFMppN26GQSZiZKCPVX3LhQxK0f4s6/cfpYaOuBC4dz7uXee4KEM6Ud59sqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXlPFqSS0QWIey3aAFeVM0IZmmtN2IimOAk5bwfBq7LceqFQsFnc6S6gf4b5gISNYG6lrlyW6QBk6Ro/3 HR0nqO1d+1274lSdCdAicWekAjPUu/ZXpxeTNKJCE46V8lwn0X6OpWaE01GpkyqaYDLEfeoZKnBElZ9Pjh+hQ6P0UBhLU0Kjifp7IseRUlkUmM4I64Ga98bif56X6vDcz5lIUk0FmS4KU450jMZJoB6TlGieGYKJZOZWRAZYYqJNXi UTgjv/8iJpnlRdp+renlZql7M4irAPB3AELpxBDW6gDg0gkMEzvMKb9WS9WO/Wx7S1YM1myvAH1ucPQpWTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Etem0wcZcb0A4neJcDMupJ+7E4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBbBjSU RQTdC0YUuK9gHpLFMppN26GQSZiZKCPVX3LhQxK0f4s6/cfpYaOuBC4dz7uXee4KEM6Ud59sqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXlPFqSS0QWIey3aAFeVM0IZmmtN2IimOAk5bwfBq7LceqFQsFnc6S6gf4b5gISNYG6lrlyW6QBk6Ro/3 HR0nqO1d+1274lSdCdAicWekAjPUu/ZXpxeTNKJCE46V8lwn0X6OpWaE01GpkyqaYDLEfeoZKnBElZ9Pjh+hQ6P0UBhLU0Kjifp7IseRUlkUmM4I64Ga98bif56X6vDcz5lIUk0FmS4KU450jMZJoB6TlGieGYKJZOZWRAZYYqJNXi UTgjv/8iJpnlRdp+renlZql7M4irAPB3AELpxBDW6gDg0gkMEzvMKb9WS9WO/Wx7S1YM1myvAH1ucPQpWTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Etem0wcZcb0A4neJcDMupJ+7E4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBbBjSU RQTdC0YUuK9gHpLFMppN26GQSZiZKCPVX3LhQxK0f4s6/cfpYaOuBC4dz7uXee4KEM6Ud59sqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXlPFqSS0QWIey3aAFeVM0IZmmtN2IimOAk5bwfBq7LceqFQsFnc6S6gf4b5gISNYG6lrlyW6QBk6Ro/3 HR0nqO1d+1274lSdCdAicWekAjPUu/ZXpxeTNKJCE46V8lwn0X6OpWaE01GpkyqaYDLEfeoZKnBElZ9Pjh+hQ6P0UBhLU0Kjifp7IseRUlkUmM4I64Ga98bif56X6vDcz5lIUk0FmS4KU450jMZJoB6TlGieGYKJZOZWRAZYYqJNXi UTgjv/8iJpnlRdp+renlZql7M4irAPB3AELpxBDW6gDg0gkMEzvMKb9WS9WO/Wx7S1YM1myvAH1ucPQpWTOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Etem0wcZcb0A4neJcDMupJ+7E4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBbBjSU RQTdC0YUuK9gHpLFMppN26GQSZiZKCPVX3LhQxK0f4s6/cfpYaOuBC4dz7uXee4KEM6Ud59sqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXlPFqSS0QWIey3aAFeVM0IZmmtN2IimOAk5bwfBq7LceqFQsFnc6S6gf4b5gISNYG6lrlyW6QBk6Ro/3 HR0nqO1d+1274lSdCdAicWekAjPUu/ZXpxeTNKJCE46V8lwn0X6OpWaE01GpkyqaYDLEfeoZKnBElZ9Pjh+hQ6P0UBhLU0Kjifp7IseRUlkUmM4I64Ga98bif56X6vDcz5lIUk0FmS4KU450jMZJoB6TlGieGYKJZOZWRAZYYqJNXi UTgjv/8iJpnlRdp+renlZql7M4irAPB3AELpxBDW6gDg0gkMEzvMKb9WS9WO/Wx7S1YM1myvAH1ucPQpWTOQ==</latexit>
G = G[|w| > 0]
<latexit sha1_base64="2pUwWbceiuAAM2hig0J3 ZJUpOyQ=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItS9FCPFewHpLFstpt26WYTdjeWkvZ/ePGg iFf/izf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeX7MmdK2/W3lVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNFiSS0TiIeyZaPFeVM0Lpmmt NWLCkOfU6b/uB26jefqFQsEg96FFMvxD3BAkawNtJjFV2hqjsejtE1sr1OsWSX7RnQMnEyUoIMtU7xq92N SBJSoQnHSrmOHWsvxVIzwumk0E4UjTEZ4B51DRU4pMpLZ1dP0IlRuiiIpCmh0Uz9PZHiUKlR6JvOEOu+Wv Sm4n+em+jg0kuZiBNNBZkvChKOdISmEaAuk5RoPjIEE8nMrYj0scREm6AKJgRn8eVl0jgrO3bZuT8vVW6yO PJwBMdwCg5cQAXuoAZ1ICDhGV7hzRpaL9a79TFvzVnZzCH8gfX5AwkWkOY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2pUwWbceiuAAM2hig0J3 ZJUpOyQ=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItS9FCPFewHpLFstpt26WYTdjeWkvZ/ePGg iFf/izf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeX7MmdK2/W3lVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNFiSS0TiIeyZaPFeVM0Lpmmt NWLCkOfU6b/uB26jefqFQsEg96FFMvxD3BAkawNtJjFV2hqjsejtE1sr1OsWSX7RnQMnEyUoIMtU7xq92N SBJSoQnHSrmOHWsvxVIzwumk0E4UjTEZ4B51DRU4pMpLZ1dP0IlRuiiIpCmh0Uz9PZHiUKlR6JvOEOu+Wv Sm4n+em+jg0kuZiBNNBZkvChKOdISmEaAuk5RoPjIEE8nMrYj0scREm6AKJgRn8eVl0jgrO3bZuT8vVW6yO PJwBMdwCg5cQAXuoAZ1ICDhGV7hzRpaL9a79TFvzVnZzCH8gfX5AwkWkOY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2pUwWbceiuAAM2hig0J3 ZJUpOyQ=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItS9FCPFewHpLFstpt26WYTdjeWkvZ/ePGg iFf/izf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeX7MmdK2/W3lVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNFiSS0TiIeyZaPFeVM0Lpmmt NWLCkOfU6b/uB26jefqFQsEg96FFMvxD3BAkawNtJjFV2hqjsejtE1sr1OsWSX7RnQMnEyUoIMtU7xq92N SBJSoQnHSrmOHWsvxVIzwumk0E4UjTEZ4B51DRU4pMpLZ1dP0IlRuiiIpCmh0Uz9PZHiUKlR6JvOEOu+Wv Sm4n+em+jg0kuZiBNNBZkvChKOdISmEaAuk5RoPjIEE8nMrYj0scREm6AKJgRn8eVl0jgrO3bZuT8vVW6yO PJwBMdwCg5cQAXuoAZ1ICDhGV7hzRpaL9a79TFvzVnZzCH8gfX5AwkWkOY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2pUwWbceiuAAM2hig0J3 ZJUpOyQ=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0ItS9FCPFewHpLFstpt26WYTdjeWkvZ/ePGg iFf/izf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeX7MmdK2/W3lVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNFiSS0TiIeyZaPFeVM0Lpmmt NWLCkOfU6b/uB26jefqFQsEg96FFMvxD3BAkawNtJjFV2hqjsejtE1sr1OsWSX7RnQMnEyUoIMtU7xq92N SBJSoQnHSrmOHWsvxVIzwumk0E4UjTEZ4B51DRU4pMpLZ1dP0IlRuiiIpCmh0Uz9PZHiUKlR6JvOEOu+Wv Sm4n+em+jg0kuZiBNNBZkvChKOdISmEaAuk5RoPjIEE8nMrYj0scREm6AKJgRn8eVl0jgrO3bZuT8vVW6yO PJwBMdwCg5cQAXuoAZ1ICDhGV7hzRpaL9a79TFvzVnZzCH8gfX5AwkWkOY=</latexit>
Do until convergence of       :
Input:
G
<latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPR gx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYo DRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZ XuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPR gx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYo DRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZ XuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPR gx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYo DRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZ XuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tUjvE4wkWRlcVIxRgxZQP+zWaG8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPR gx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYo DRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZ XuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHm/WMyw==</latexit>
Figure 1: The heart of our feature selection algorithm. Given the feature matrix X with
all candidate features H, the aim is to select a few informative features (G) that
explain the target variable y. The set of good features G is adapted until a stable
set of features is reached. First, promising features are identified by computing
the correlation between the features and the target residual, and G is extended
by those features with the largest absolute correlation until G contains up to n/2
features (to guarantee numerical stability in the following regression step). Next,
the currently selected good features are used to train a Lasso LARS regression
model, based on which the target residual is updated and the good features are
filtered by retaining only those with a non-zero regression weight.
Individual features can provide redundant information or they might seem uninformative
by themselves yet proof useful in combination with others. Therefore, instead of ranking the
features independently by some criterion, it is advantageous to use a wrapper method that
considers multiple features at once to select a promising subset [13]. For this we use the
Lasso LARS regression model [3, 10, 12] provided in the scikit-learn library, which yields
sparse weights based on which the features can be filtered. However, with more features than
data points, a linear regression model is numerically unstable. Therefore, the features are
first ranked based on their absolute correlation with the target residual [11] and the model
is only trained on the highest ranked features. Then, to include further features capturing
the not yet explained parts of the target variable, these steps are repeated multiple times,
where in each iteration the regression model is used to compute a new target residual.
To identify a more robust set of features, this feature selection process can be repeated
multiple times using subsamples of the data. The resulting set of features is then filtered by
imposing a significance threshold: For this, a Lasso LARS regression model is trained on the
selected features, as well as a random permutation of all features. The final set of features
is then determined by choosing only those of the real features with a regression coefficient
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larger than the largest coefficient of the random noise features. After this multi-step selection
process, typically only a few dozen of the several thousand engineered features are retained
and used to train the final model. For new test data points, the AutoFeatRegression model
can then either generate predictions directly, or a DataFrame with the new features can be
computed for all data points and used to train other models.
By examining the coefficients of the regression model (possibly normalized by the stan-
dard deviation of the corresponding features, in case these are not of comparable magni-
tudes), the most prominent influencing factors related to higher or lower values of the target
variable can be identified.
3. Experimental Results
To give an indication of the performance of the AutoFeatRegression model in practice,
compared to other non-linear ML algorithms, we test our approach on five regression datasets
(Table 1), provided in the scikit-learn package (diabetes and boston) or obtainable from
the UCI Machine Learning Repository.3 For further details on the experiments, including
the hyperparameter selection of the other models, please refer to the corresponding Jupyter
notebook in the GitHub repository.
Table 1: Overview of datasets, including the number of samples n and number of original
input features d.
Dataset n d Prediction task
diabetes [10] 442 10 disease progression one year after baseline
boston [14] 506 13 median housing values in suburbs of Boston
concrete [31] 1030 8 compressive strengths of concrete mixtures
airfoil [4] 1503 5 sound pressure levels of airfoils in a wind tunnel
wine quality [8] 6497 12 red & white wine quality from physiochemical tests
While on most datasets, the AutoFeatRegression model does not quite reach the state-
of-the-art performance of a random forest regression model (Table 2), it clearly outperforms
standard linear ridge regression, while retaining its interpretability. Across all datasets, with
one feature engineering step, autofeat generated between 0 and 4 additional features, while
with two and three steps, it produced on average 22 additional features (Table 3). Most of
the selected features are ratios or products of (transformed) features (Table 4).
With only a single feature engineering step, the AutoFeatRegression model often only
performs slightly better than ridge regression on the original features. With three feature
engineering steps, on the other hand, the model can overfit on the training data (as indicated
by the discrepancy between the training and test R2 scores), because the complex features
do not only explain the signal, but also the noise contained in the data. However, the only
dataset where this is a serious problem here is the boston dataset, where over 50k features
were generated in the feature engineering process, while less than 500 data points were
3. http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php
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Table 2: R2 scores on the training and test folds of different datasets for ridge regression
(RR), support vector regression (SVR), random forests (RF), and the autofeat
regression model with one, two, or three feature engineering steps (AFR1-3). Best
results per column are in boldface.
diabetes boston concrete airfoil wine quality
train test train test train test train test train test
RR 0.541 0.383 0.736 0.748 0.625 0.564 0.517 0.508 0.293 0.310
SVR 0.580 0.320 0.959 0.882 0.933 0.881 0.884 0.851 0.572 0.411
RF 0.598 0.354 0.983 0.870 0.985 0.892 0.991 0.934 0.931 0.558
AFR1 0.556 0.396 0.829 0.802 0.800 0.732 0.544 0.532 0.296 0.310
AFR2 0.539 0.402 0.886 0.818 0.903 0.859 0.879 0.866 0.348 0.365
AFR3 0.597 0.395 0.929 0.035 0.898 0.858 0.876 0.855 0.346 0.348
Table 3: Number of engineered (eng) and selected (sel) additional features for each dataset
from an autofeat regression model with one, two, or three feature engineering
steps (AFR1-3).
diabetes boston concrete airfoil wine quality
eng sel eng sel eng sel eng sel eng sel
AFR1 50 3 64 4 34 2 22 3 63 0
AFR2 1781 6 2945 13 873 30 333 39 2797 19
AFR3 33661 7 52513 23 12360 25 2239 35 53684 20
Table 4: Most frequently selected features across all datasets for one, two, or three feature
engineering steps (AFR1-3). Only the non-linear transformations log(x),
√
x, 1/x,
x2, x3, |x|, and exp(x) were applied during the feature engineering steps.
AFR1 1/x, x3, x2, exp(x)
AFR2
√
x1/x2, 1/(x1x2), x1/x2, x
3
1/x2, x
2
1/x2, exp(x1) exp(x2), exp(x1)/x2,√
x1
√
x2,
√
x1x
3
2, x1 log(x2), log(x1)/x2, x
3
1x
3
2, x
3
1x2, x
3
1 log(x2), ...
AFR3 x31/x
3
2, exp(
√
x1 −√x2), 1/(x31x32),
√
x1x2, 1/(x1 + x2), x1/x
2
2,
1/(
√
x1 − log(x2)), |√x1 − log(x2)|, exp(log(x1)/x2), log(x1)2/x22,
| log(x1) + log(x2)|, ...
available for feature selection and model fitting, which means overfitting is somewhat to be
expected.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced the autofeat Python library, which includes an automated
feature engineering and selection procedure to improve the prediction accuracy of a linear
regression model by using additional non-linear features. The regression model itself is based
on the Lasso LARS regression from scikit-learn and provides a familiar interface. During
the model fit, a vast number of non-linear features is generated from the original features and
a few of these are selected in an elaborate iterative process to optimally explain the target
variable. By combining a linear model with complex non-linear features, a high prediction
accuracy can be achieved, while retaining a transparent model that yields traceable results
as a basis for business decisions made by non-statisticians.
The autofeat library was developed with scientific use cases in mind and is especially
useful for heterogeneous datasets, e.g., containing sensor measurements with different phys-
ical units. It should not be seen as a competitor for the existing feature engineering libraries
featuretools or tsfresh, which would be the first choice when dealing with relational
business data or time series respectively.
We have demonstrated on several datasets that the AutoFeatRegression model signif-
icantly improves upon the performance of a linear regression model and sometimes even
outperforms other non-linear ML models. While the model can be used for predictions
directly, it might also be beneficial to use the generated features as input to train other
ML models. By adapting the kinds of transformations applied in the feature engineering
process, as well as the number of feature engineering steps, further insights can be gained
with respect to how which of the input features influences the target variable, as well as the
complexity of the system as a whole.
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